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TCS travelers  can vis it hidden-away des tinations  around the world

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

TCS World Travel has announced its new Uncharted series of small-group private flights and trips to several little-
visited and oft-forgotten destinations.

Starting later this year, customers can book a private flight with TCS and be taken on a 15 to 20 day tour of a specific
destination. The move is an attempt to give customers the luxury treatment while still allowing them to visit places
off the typical beaten path.

Luxury destination
Wealthy travelers are used to the experiences provided by traveling to some of the more well-known destinations of
the world. There are only so many times someone can travel to Paris, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Beijing or Milan
before they stop truly experiencing something new.

That is the motivation behind a new project from TCS World Travel that will give customers the luxury travel
experience in less well-traveled places.

Ranging from 2017 to 2018, TCS will be offering private flights and small groups of travelers trips to off-the-beaten-
path locations around India, China, Japan, Canada and the Himalayas.
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A TCS private jet

The trips are all-inclusive and cater to between 12 and 20 travelers at a time.

In this intimate setting, TCS is hoping that travelers will have a better chance to immerse themselves in the local
culture and learn about the locations they are visiting, a welcome break from the over-familiarity of popular
destinations.

TCS will set the entire trip up for the customer with minimal need for input from them. This squares with recent
research that shows that travel agents and travel services are most popular among luxury travelers.

This data comes from Travel Experts' latest "Luxury Travel Trends" report, which took data from the company's
database of luxury travel agents. What the report found was that not only is growth expected this year, but that many
customers are increasingly recognizing the value of using a luxury travel agent (see story).
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